CopperCuff
Cable Theft Deterrent
TM

The simple way to eliminate costly repairs and downtime
due to copper theft from irrigation systems
• Designed to fit all major brands
with 6 5/8” pipe diameters and
all cable sizes
• Securely locks pivot cables in
place with 11-gauge galvanized
steel band

•E
 asy to install on a full system in
less than one hour
• Thieves move from CopperCuff
protected systems to unprotected
machines saving you costly
downtime and potential crop loss

Why the CopperCuff?
Thieves around the world are finding easy
targets – each unprotected pivot lets them
quickly strip 2-5 miles (3-8 km) of valuable
copper. The best way to protect your pivots is
with the CopperCuff.
The easy to install CopperCuff is one of the
first theft deterrent devices that is proven to
protect machine wiring.
How does it work?
The CopperCuff is designed to fit all major
brands of pivot and lateral systems and locks
the pivot’s cables in place, making it difficult
for criminals to steal the copper wire. The

CopperCuff encircles the entire pipe along with
the cable wiring, creating a lock-tight seal.
Each cuff features a weatherproof reflective
decal that deters thieves who search for
copper wiring at night by flashlight. With
multiple cuffs on each span, thieves cannot
quickly remove the cables, so they move on to
unprotected systems.

Copper Wire

CopperCuff warning signs
are also available for
pivot points and spans
for added protection.

For ultimate protection,
four CopperCuffs are
recommended per span.

Average repair costs on a theft-damaged
machine: approximately $5,000
(does not include damage to electronics and other pivot components)

Average downtime to repair: Minimum one day

Find out how you can protect your center
pivot irrigation systems with the CopperCuff.
Visit www.coppercuff.com or talk to your
Zimmatic dealer.
Easy to install at any desired location on the pipeline.
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